New CGR Category:
“Ranger”
Have you ever wondered what it would
be like to shoot modern firearms at a
cowboy match? Well here is a new
category where you can do just that! The
theme of this category is in the spirit of
the modern western law enforcement
officer. Shooting modern guns and
dressed like your idea of a contemporary western law-dog.
Cascade Ghost Riders are in the category design phase so the rules are general
guidelines for now. Here is an example of how you might consider shooting this category:
Outfit: Any contemporary modern western wear that might include: Western hat, boots,
bola tie, long-sleeve western shirt, jeans, jacket or vest, and a visible badge is a must.
Firearms:
Rifle - Any pistol caliber rifle to include, pump, lever, or semi-auto action. You may have
an optic as well i.e. red dot, scope, laser, holographic.
Pistol – Any pistol caliber revolver or semi-auto chambering in 32 caliber of higher.
Double action wheel guns with speed loader or semi autos with extra magazines. This
category may only have one handgun.
Shotgun – Pump, Double, or Semi-auto in 20, 16, or 12 gauge.
Belts, Mag Pouches, and Holsters – for now, any and all gear necessary to safely
transition through a normal cowboy stage. Any modern material is acceptable to include
nylon, kydex, or cordura.
Ammunition may not be jacketed. Think Wild Bunch and you are good to go. There will be
no power factor. This is only a fun category so whatever it takes to work your action and
make noise on steel targets.
Rules of Engagement: This will be very similar to SASS Wild Bunch category with the
exception that you may load as many rounds into your magazines at the beginning of the
stage but must down completely empty guns before moving to the next gun. There will be
more information as this category progresses in development.
If you have questions please give Lawbreaker (Tim Thibert) a call… 206-391-7247.

